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ABSTRACT
The research aims to analyze patterns of fraud in Sharia banking transactions and identify effective prevention strategies. The method used is a qualitative approach with case study data collection. The research findings reveal various common patterns of fraud, such as identity theft, document forgery, transaction manipulation, and misappropriation of funds. Factors such as weaknesses in the transaction system, weak security policies, and lack of employee training influence the occurrence of fraud. Prevention strategies that can be implemented include early detection systems, strict security policies, employee training, and cooperation with authorities. It is hoped that the research findings can assist Sharia banks in enhancing transaction security, protecting customers, and minimizing fraud risks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Islamic banks are financial institutions operating based on Sharia principles, which include prohibitions against usury (interest) and transactions involving uncertainty or speculation. With the growth and development of the Islamic banking industry, the challenges in maintaining the integrity of the Islamic banking system have also become increasingly complex. One of the challenges faced by Islamic banks is fraud in banking transactions.

According to survey data from the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), the financial and banking industry in Indonesia experienced significantly damaging fraud incidents in 2019, ranking first at 41.4%. This data indicates that fraud cases in the financial and banking sector are a serious issue that demands attention. Shariah-compliant banks, as part of the financial sector, are not exempt from the risk of fraud, which can jeopardize the integrity and public trust in the Islamic banking system.
Fraud in Shariah banking transactions can involve activities such as identity theft (Masriadi, 2019), document forgery (Nasution, 2022), embezzlement of funds (Newswire, 2021), or unauthorized use of personal information (Ayyubi, 2021). Such fraud can lead to significant financial losses for Islamic banks and their customers, as well as damage the overall reputation of the Islamic banking industry.

To address these challenges, it is crucial to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the fraud patterns occurring in Shariah banking transactions. By analyzing common fraud patterns, Islamic banks can identify security gaps that need strengthening and develop more effective prevention strategies.

In addition, effective implementation of prevention measures is also a key factor in addressing fraud in Shariah banking transactions. A sound prevention strategy should encompass steps such as a reliable early detection system, stringent security procedures, appropriate employee training, and a collaborative approach with authorities and regulatory bodies (Rustandy et al., 2020; Sabatina & Wahyudin, 2021; Sudarmanto, 2020; Syahputra & Urumsah, 2019).

Previous research conducted by (Kurniasari et al., 2018) stated that effective strategies for preventing fraud can involve several actions: (1) changing the supervision and control systems, (2) strengthening the organizational culture, (3) formulating anti-fraud policies, (4) implementing a strict rewards and discipline system, (5) employee awareness campaigns, and (6) appointing change agents.

The purpose of conducting this research is to analyze fraud patterns in Shariah banking transactions and identify effective prevention strategies and implementations. Through this research, it is hoped to provide a comprehensive understanding of how fraud occurs in the context of Islamic banking and assist Islamic banks in addressing fraud challenges more effectively. The research findings are expected to make a significant contribution to maintaining the integrity of the Islamic banking system, protecting the interests of customers, and strengthening public trust in Islamic banking.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS

Transaction Reliability Theory
Transaction Reliability Theory is a conceptual framework used to analyze and understand the reliability aspects within business transactions. This theory emphasizes the importance of trust, interdependence, and long-term
commitment among parties involved in business transactions. In a complex and dynamic business environment, transaction reliability plays a crucial role in building strong relationships among companies, customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders.

Transaction Reliability Theory was first introduced by Williamson in 1979) and has since become a significant theoretical foundation in economics, management, and related social sciences. According to this theory, transaction reliability can be measured through three main dimensions: information, commitment, and control. The information dimension includes adequate access to and understanding of relevant information in transactions. Transaction Reliability Theory also acknowledges that there are costs associated with building and maintaining transaction reliability. These costs include information search costs, monitoring and contract enforcement costs, as well as costs related to risks and uncertainties in transactions.

The application of Transaction Reliability Theory can offer significant benefits to companies. By establishing transaction reliability, companies can create mutually beneficial relationships, minimize risks, enhance operational efficiency, and increase customer satisfaction. Transaction reliability also contributes to the development and maintenance of a good reputation, which can be a valuable asset in a competitive business environment (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Ghoshal, 1987).

**Technology Security Concepts**

Technology security is a crucial aspect in today’s digital era. Therefore, it is essential for organizations and individuals to understand various technology security concepts to protect sensitive data and information from existing threats. Technology security concepts encompass several aspects, including network security (Al-Kaabi & Belhaouari, 2019), system security (Asllani et al., 2018; Mugarza et al., 2020), application security (Hasan & Suhermanto, 2021), and data security (Siregar, 2020).

Securing technology is a top priority in this digital age. Technology security concepts, such as network security, system security, application security, and data security, must be taken seriously to safeguard organizations and individuals from a variety of security threats.

**Fraud Behavior Theory**

Fraud Behavior Theory is a theoretical framework that examines the motivations and behaviors behind fraud in the context of Shariah banking transactions. By understanding the factors that drive fraud, we can identify potential fraud patterns that may occur. Several factors often associated with fraudulent behavior include financial pressure, opportunity, and rationalization (Isgiyata et al., 2018; Vona, 2012).

Financial pressure is often a primary driver of fraudulent actions. Individuals facing significant financial pressures, such as mounting debts or urgent needs, may be tempted to commit fraud as a means to meet their financial requirements (Hormati et al., 2019). In the context of Shariah banking transactions, understanding these financial pressure factors can help identify fraud risks related to the financial conditions of individuals or businesses.

Additionally, opportunity is a factor that influences fraudulent behavior. When someone has access and the opportunity to commit fraud without being detected, their motivation to do so may increase (Faradiza, 2018). In Shariah banking transactions, weaknesses in supervision and control systems can create opportunities for individuals or groups to engage in fraud. Therefore, understanding these opportunity factors is crucial in developing effective prevention strategies.

Rationalization is also a factor that plays a role in fraudulent behavior. Individuals tend to rationalize their actions to justify them, even when they are aware that it is unethical behavior (Kismawadi et al., 2020). Rationalization can include reasons such as feeling “entitled” to what they steal or convincing themselves that
they are taking something that would “not be missed” by the victim. Understanding these rationalization factors can help recognize justifications used by fraudsters and implement relevant prevention measures.

3. METHODS
This research will adopt a qualitative approach that allows the researcher to gain in-depth understanding of fraud phenomena within Shariah banking transactions. To collect data, a case study will be conducted on Shariah banking transactions involving fraud cases from 2019 to 2023. The collected data will be analyzed using thematic analysis method aimed at identifying and analyzing common fraud patterns that occur in the context of Shariah banking transactions. Through thematic analysis, this research will uncover relevant information on how fraud occurs, tactics used, and several factors that can influence fraud in Shariah banking transactions. Additionally, this research will also identify prevention strategies that can be implemented to mitigate the risk of fraud in Shariah banking transactions. By combining qualitative approach and thematic analysis, it is expected to provide deep insights and significant contributions in addressing fraud issues within Shariah banking transactions.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This research has yielded an in-depth understanding of fraud patterns in Shariah banking transactions, the factors influencing fraud, and prevention strategies that can be applied. Here is a summary of the research findings.

Fraud Patterns in Shariah Banking Transactions
In this research, various common fraud patterns were identified in Shariah banking transactions. These fraud patterns include identity theft, document forgery, transaction manipulation, and misappropriation of funds. These findings illustrate the complexity of fraudulent techniques used in the context of Shariah banking.

**Identity theft** is one of the common fraud patterns in Shariah banking transactions. Fraudsters may use someone else’s identity to conduct unauthorized transactions, access customer accounts, or obtain loans in someone else’s name. Identity theft often involves the use of personal information obtained through methods such as phishing, system hacking, or identity document theft (Ali et al., 2019; Zulkarnain & Sutabri, 2023).

**Document forgery** is another frequently occurring fraud pattern in Shariah banking transactions. Fraudsters can forge documents such as identities, powers of attorney, or other documents to gain access to customer accounts, transfer funds, or access confidential information. Document forgery often utilizes advanced technology, including techniques like Photoshop and counterfeit document printing that are difficult to distinguish from genuine documents (Kanika & Singla, 2019).

**Transaction manipulation** is another common fraud pattern in Shariah banking transactions. Fraudsters may manipulate transaction records, alter the amount or details of transactions, or manipulate the banking system to gain personal benefits. Transaction manipulation typically occurs due to the misuse of authority or knowledge related to the banking system in use (Akinbowale et al., 2023).

**Misappropriation of funds** is also a frequently occurring fraud pattern in Shariah banking transactions. Fraudsters can use their position or access within banking institutions to divert customer funds or avoid legitimate reporting. Misappropriation of funds often involves the falsification of documentation, abuse of trust, or the diversion of funds through unauthorized channels (Agha, 2007; Datau, 2017).

The findings regarding various fraud patterns in Shariah banking transactions highlight the complexity of fraudulent
techniques used. Shariah banks need to enhance their internal supervision and control systems, employ advanced security technology, and provide training to employees to recognize signs of fraud and take appropriate preventive measures. This is crucial to minimize the risk of fraud, protect customer interests, and maintain the integrity of the Shariah banking sector as a whole.

Factors Influencing Fraud in Shariah Banking Transactions

This research has identified several factors that contribute to fraud in Shariah banking transactions. These factors include weaknesses in transaction systems and technology infrastructure, weak security policies, lack of employee training in recognizing fraud signs, and internal and external factors affecting the operational environment of Shariah banks. These findings emphasize the importance of addressing these factors to prevent fraud.

Weaknesses in transaction systems and technology infrastructure can facilitate fraud in Shariah banking transactions. Vulnerable transaction systems or technical disruptions can allow fraudsters to exploit them. Inadequate technology infrastructure or a lack of security systems can facilitate unauthorized access and data manipulation for fraudulent purposes (Arifah, 2011; Muchlis, 2018).

Weak security policies can provide opportunities for fraud in Shariah banking transactions. When security policies are inadequate or not effectively implemented, the risk of fraud increases. This includes a lack of strong authentication mechanisms, weaknesses in password management, or inadequate security risk management policies (Tsabita et al., 2023).

Lack of employee training in recognizing fraud signs can also influence fraud in Shariah banking transactions. Employees who are not adequately trained to identify fraudulent activities may fail to recognize suspicious fraud patterns. Adequate training in transaction security and fraud detection can enhance fraud prevention (Sudarmanto & Utami, 2021).

Internal and external factors affecting the operational environment of Shariah banks can play a role in fraud. For instance, internal factors such as an organizational culture that is less concerned about security, inadequate supervision and effective control, and ethical violations by employees can impact the risk of fraud (Herlita & Bayuniri, 2021; Reskia & Sofie, 2022). External factors such as regulatory changes, economic instability, or high industry pressure can also create an environment conducive to fraud (Hendrianto et al., 2023).

These findings underscore the importance of addressing the factors influencing fraud in Shariah banking transactions. Efforts are needed to strengthen transaction systems and technology infrastructure, improve security policies, provide adequate training to employees, and foster an organizational culture that values security. Additionally, consideration must be given to external factors that may affect fraud risk, and appropriate measures should be taken to address them.

Fraud Prevention Strategies in Shariah Banking Transactions

This research has generated prevention strategies that can be applied to reduce the risk of fraud in Shariah banking transactions. These prevention strategies include the implementation of advanced early detection systems, the enforcement of strict security policies, employee training to increase awareness of fraud, and close cooperation with authorities. These findings provide practical guidance for Shariah banks in enhancing the security of their banking transactions.

Implementation of advanced early detection systems is one of the effective prevention strategies in reducing fraud risk. Early detection systems use technology and algorithms to analyze transaction data in real-time to identify suspicious fraud patterns. These systems can alert Shariah
banks when unusual activities are detected, allowing for immediate preventive actions to be take (Sumandi, 2017).

**Enforcement of strict security policies** is also a crucial strategy in fraud prevention. Adequate security policies should include measures such as strong authentication, data encryption, strict access management, and active monitoring of systems and transactions. By implementing strict security policies, Shariah banks can minimize the risk of fraud stemming from cyberattacks and unauthorized access (Munawarah & Yusuf, 2022).

**Employee training** is another important strategy to increase awareness of fraud. Employees need to be well-informed about common fraud patterns in Shariah banking transactions, as well as techniques for fraud detection and prevention. With adequate training, employees can become more vigilant in spotting signs of fraud, reporting suspicious activities, and taking appropriate preventive measures (Sudarmanto & Utami, 2021).

**Close cooperation with authorities** is a critical strategy in fraud prevention. Shariah banks need to collaborate with authorities such as law enforcement agencies, banking supervisory authorities, and law enforcement-related agencies. Through this collaboration, Shariah banks can obtain up-to-date information on prevailing fraud patterns and receive support in investigating and prosecuting fraudsters (Mujiatun et al., 2022; Noviatun & Isfandayani, 2020).

These findings offer practical guidance for Shariah banks in enhancing the security of their banking transactions. By implementing advanced early detection systems, enforcing strict security policies, conducting appropriate employee training, and establishing close cooperation with authorities, Shariah banks can reduce the risk of fraud, protect customer interests, and maintain the overall integrity of Shariah banking transactions.

5. CONCLUSION

In this research, various common patterns of fraud in Shariah banking transactions have been revealed, including identity theft, document forgery, transaction manipulation, and fund embezzlement. These findings highlight the complexity of fraud techniques employed by perpetrators within the context of Shariah banking. Factors such as weaknesses in transaction systems, weak security policies, lack of employee training, and internal and external factors also influence the occurrence of fraud.

In addressing the challenge of fraud in Shariah banking transactions, several prevention strategies have been identified. These strategies include the implementation of advanced early detection systems, the enforcement of stringent security policies, effective employee training, and close collaboration with authorities. By implementing these strategies, Shariah banks can enhance transaction security, protect customers, and minimize the risk of fraud.

Here are some recommendations provided by the researcher to improve the security of Shariah banking transactions:

a. **Enhance Security Systems**: Shariah banks should bolster their security systems by implementing advanced technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and big data analytics, to accurately detect fraudulent patterns in real-time.

b. **Improve Employee Training**: Shariah banks need to provide comprehensive training to their employees to enhance their awareness of fraud indicators and the preventive procedures to follow. This training should be regularly updated to keep pace with evolving fraud techniques.

c. **Enhance Collaboration with Authorities**: Shariah banks should establish close cooperation with relevant authorities, including banking regu-
lators and law enforcement agencies, to share information, report fraud cases, and take enforcement actions against perpetrators.

d. Increase Customer Awareness: Shariah banks should raise customer awareness about the risks of fraud in Shariah banking transactions and provide education on safe security practices, such as safeguarding personal data confidentiality and not sharing sensitive information with unauthorized parties.

e. Review Policies and Procedures: Shariah banks should periodically review and update their security policies and procedures to align with technological advancements and the latest fraud trends. Additionally, Shariah banks should conduct regular internal audits to ensure compliance with these policies and procedures.
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